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Introduction
You think just because you've seen one ass-fucking you should believe you've seen them all? You may
think differently after your dick finds Anal Deepening. This gigantic site features 800+ scenes starring
pornstars who put their backsides up high so their costars can drill them down deep! Best of all, if you
take the Free Preview from The Tongue you can get the site at the discounted price of $19.99 a month.
Save some cash and enjoy some ass!

Adult Review
There are a lot of anal sites on the market these days but few offer as much anal sex for their members as the gigantic
collection of content you'll find in the archives over at Anal Deepening. With more than 800 movies already ready and
waiting it's great to see that every single one of them focuses on the fun times you'll have pounding out the asses of today's
hottest pornstars. 
  
  Most sites this big try to cover all kinds of content. While Anal Deepening does give you full network access to all of the
Included Sites listed on the right side of this review... the nearly 900 scenes in it's archives are focused on ass-fucking from
the first one to the last of the archive. That's more anal harpooning than most people see in an entire lifetime and now you can
get it all in one place.
  
  The movies are available in 640x480 resolution. Clear enough to look good full screen on most monitors but not the kind of
high-def videos you may find elsewhere. Also keep in mind that these are non-exclusive videos from many different DVDs
and other sources. So, you may have seen some of these movies before on another site or at your video store... but with so
many movies to choose from even The Tongue has not had the chance to taste all of them yet!
  
  Normally Anal Deepening sells for $29.99 per month if you go to the site directly, however the site's producers have
arranged a special monthly plan for Tastebuds from our website. If you click the Free Preview and join through it, you'll get
the exact same full-access to the entire members area with a ten dollar discount making the price only $19.99 per month
instead!

Porn Summary
Get deeper into a girl's ass without going deeper into your own wallet. Check out the free preview for Anal Deepening and
see how good it feels to make your dick happy with discounted anal sex videos!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Gaped-out rectum never quite loses its excitement!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 81 Interface: 82
Support: 85 Unique: 81    Taste: 81        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Internet Hookups (86) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Discount Porn, Hardcore, Massive, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.99 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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